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More Information:

Speedy Paws LTD. is a climate controlled
mobile fitness center that provides

owners with peace of mind and comfort
knowing their beloved fur babies have

access to mental and physical stimulation
in a controlled and safe environment.

Speedy Paws is committed to improving the
health of all dogs through a climate controlled
fitness center. Our main objective is to ensure

optimal exercise for your beloved fur baby that is
set at a pace they choose. We are not here to

replace your daily walks or trips to the dog park,
rather we are here to be the main form of safe

exercise for your pup. By having minimal
distractions, a safe environment and a

constantly engaging form of exercise, we can
ensure that your dog will always be safe and

active while in our care.

ABOUT SPEEDY PAWS

WHY CHOOSE US?

Mobile Gym GTA /  Vaughan Region

www.speedypaws.ca 



FUN WITH US

Speedy Paws is here to ensure that every
second your dog is on our treadmills that

they are safe, engaged and most
importantly having the time of their life!

From the use of their favourite treats and
toys to positive reinforcement from our

K9 fitness coaches, your dog will be
engaged at all times, having fun

exercising all while being in a safe and
controlled environment. 

LEARNING 

Any newcomer to the Speedy Paws
family will  undergo an initial training.

This will  include a very patient and
easy going introduction to the fitness

coaches, truck and treadmill .
Depending on the dog, the initial

training may take up the entire first
session or even the first few sessions.
This is to ensure no dog is forced to
make their way up on the truck and

to the treadmill without fully trusting
themselves and our trainers first.

OUR SERVICE
At Speedy Paws you can expect your
pup to be in a state of the art facility

with the best quality products all while
being in a temperature controlled

environment to adjust for the
unpredictable Canadian weather. Our

K9 fitness coaches are all certified in pet
first aid and have experience with all
types of dogs and personalities. They
are here to ensure your pup is in safe

hands and having fun at all times!

@Speedypawsltd

Official Website

To ensure optimal safety for your
beloved pet and our fitness coaches,

we ask that every new pup to the
Speedy Paws family is a minimum of
four months old and completely up

to date on all vaccinations as
required by your veterinarian. We
also ask that you discuss with your
veterinarian prior to booking your

first session.
 
 
 
 
 
 

EDUCATIONAL TIPS

www.speedypaws.ca


